We consider the exit problem for a one-dimensional system with random switching near an unstable equilibrium point of the averaged drift. In the infinite switching rate limit, we show that the exit time satisfies a limit theorem with a logarithmic deterministic term and a random correction converging in distribution. Thus this setting is in the universality class of the unstable equilibrium exit under small white-noise perturbations.
Introduction and Main result
In [Kif81] , [Eiz84] , [Day95] , [Bak08] , [Bak10] , [Bak11] , [AB11] , [BC12] , [Bak12] , [BPG] , [BPG18] , [BP18] , exit problems for processes in neighborhoods of unstable equilibria under the influence of white noise of small magnitude ε were studied. Among other results, it was obtained (under various additional sets of technical assumptions in [Day95] , [Bak08] , [Bak11] , [AB11] ) that if the origin is a hyperbolic critical point of a smooth vector field b, with simple leading eigenvalue λ > 0 of the linearization, then for any initial condition belonging to the stable manifold of the origin, the time τ ε when the solution of the Itô SDE dX ε (t) = b(X ε (t))dt + εσ(X ε (t))dW (t), (1.1) with nondegenerate smooth diffusion matrix σ exits a small neighborhood U of the origin satisfies the following limit theorem: there are numbers D ±1 such that
where q ±1 are the points where the invariant curve associated with the eigenvalue λ intersects the boundary of U , B and N are independent random variables, B is 1/2-Bernoulli, N is standard Gaussian. It is clear that such an asymptotic result for solutions of an SDE must describe the asymptotic behavior for a whole class of systems that are well approximated by this kind of SDE or its exemplar one-dimensional additive noise linear version dX ε (t) = λX ε (t)dt + εdW.
In fact, it was shown in [Bak12] that the exit times for Glauber dynamics for the Curie-Weiss mean field model belong to the universality class associated with (1.2), i.e., they satisfy a similar limit theorem under the infinite system size limit, with limiting distribution being ln |N | up to scaling and translation. These results were used in [BC12] in the context of decision/reaction times in psychology.
It is interesting to explore this universality class further and study processes of totally different nature that exhibit similar behavior. In this paper, we study a family of processes with random switching, also known under the names of hybrid systems, piecewise deterministic Markov processes (PDMP), and random evolutions. The bibliography on these processes is growing. Interestingly, they were introduced and rediscovered many times by different groups of researchers. Here we give just a few references to works of some of these groups: [Kac74] , [Dav93] , [Her03] , [Ani08] , [FGRC09] , [YZ10] , [BLBMZ12] , [BH12] , [LMR15] , [Mal15] .
In general, these processes are defined by a family of vector fields and a collection of rates of switching between those vector fields. At each time the system is in the state where it evolves along one of the vector fields from the family. At random times, the system jumps between states switching active vector fields from one to another according to the prescribed Markovian rates.
In the limit of infinite switching rates, the evolution can be effectively described by the law of large numbers through the averaging of the vector fields involved. One can also state a central limit theorem and, moreover, a functional central limit theorem for such systems on a finite time interval, see, e.g., [Ani08, Chapter 4].
More interesting questions involve the behavior of such systems over unbounded time intervals. In this paper, we study a class of switching processes on time scales logarithmic in the switching rate µ and show that it belongs to the universality class associated with (1.2). We consider processes driven intermittently by two vector fields in one dimension. The main condition on these vector fields is that their average defines an unstable critical point. The exit from a neighborhood of that unstable equilibrium takes a logarithmically long time in the switching rate µ. Thus, similarly to the situation in [Bak12] , the usual techniques of weak convergence on finite time horizon are not sufficient for obtaining the desired universality result and have to be supplemented with additional arguments.
Let us now describe the system we are interested in and our main result more formally. Let
. We also define
and require that a = F ′ (0) = (a 1 + a −1 )/2 > 0. Furthermore, we require that |f 1 (0)| = |f −1 (0)| > 0 and sgn(F (x)) = sgn(x), where sgn(z) = z/|z| for z = 0 and sgn(0) = 0. We will study the dynamics driven by these functions on a finite segment [−R, R] for some R > 0, so without loss of generality we will assume that the functions f ±1 and their first two derivatives are bounded.
An example of such pair of functions is given by f 1 (x) = e ax , f −1 (x) = −e −ax for x ∈ [−R, R] and a > 0.
Let (σ µ t ) t≥0 be a homogeneous, rate µ > 0, right continuous Markov process on the state space {+1, −1} with an arbitrary initial distribution on {+1, −1} at time 0. The realizations of this process almost surely make finitely many switches between 1 and −1 on any finite time interval, so omitting the exceptional set, we can work on a probability space (Ω, F , P ) that guarantees that the number of switches is locally finite for all realizations.
We will study the random trajectories (x µ t ) t≥0 defined by
The paths of the stochastic process (x µ t ) t≥0 are continuous. They switch between the dynamics governed by f 1 and f −1 intermittently, being controlled by the Markov chain (σ µ t ) t≥0 . For any r > 0, we define the exit time from the interval [−r, r]:
Our main result describes the joint asymptotic behavior of the exit time τ µ (r) and exit location x µ τ µ (r) as µ → ∞. The sign of x µ τ µ (r) can be interpreted as a decision between two alternative directions of exit made by the system by the time τ µ (r). Let us define
Let us also define D(0) to be arbitrary and
where N is a standard Gaussian random variable.
Our strategy for the proof of Theorem 1.1 consists of studying the asymptotic exit time of (x µ t ) t≥0 from the interval [−µ γ , µ γ ] for γ ∈ (1/4, 1/2), then the remaining time to hit the boundary {r, −r}. In Lemma 2.4, we show that up to an additive constant depending on a and |f 1 (0)| (the last term in the definition of D), the time needed to exit [−µ
log µ, after which the process becomes deterministic in the limit µ → ∞, and is driven by F , see Lemma 2.6. By Lemma 2.5, the process driven by F and started from {µ γ , −µ γ } requires K(r · sgn N ) + log |r| a + γ a log µ time to hit {r, −r}, depending on the sign of exit direction sgn N . Summing up the two contributions to τ µ (r), the terms ± γ a log µ cancel, and we obtain Theorem 1.1. Acknowledgment. YB is grateful to NSF for partial support via grant DMS-1811444.
Proof
For brevity, throughout this section, we will often omit µ in the notation and use
and |R σ (x)| ≤ c 2 −1 x 2 , where c = max
The generator of the Markov process (σ t , x t ) on any bounded, smooth function g :
Applying (2.3) to the functions g(σ, x) = σ andg(σ, x) = σx we obtain by Proposition 1.7 in [EK86, Chapter 4] that the processes Moreover, the true martingale property also follows since there is a constant C > 0 such that |x t | ≤ Ct for all t > 0 due to our assumptions on f ±1 . Note that (B(t)) t≥0 is a rate µ Poisson process. Integration of (2.1) and substitution of (2.4) gives for any t ∈ [0, ∞)
Noting that a σs − a = (∆a/2)σ s with ∆a = a 1 − a −1 , we can use (2.4) to rewrite this as
The variation of constants formula gives for any t ∈ [0, ∞) Then as µ → ∞, the random variable
Proof. By the alternating series test, 
and g(2a −1 ) = ∞. We will prove that for any t ∈ [0, 2a −1 ], the quadratic variation of U satisfies 
Using this and approximating monotone functions with sums of indicator functions, we obtain (2.10) which, combined with (2.9), gives (2.8) and completes the proof of the lemma.
For any γ > 0 we can define θ µ = inf{t : |x t | ≥ µ −γ }. Note that for µ large enough to ensure µ −γ ≤ r, we have θ µ ≤ τ µ (r).
Lemma 2.2. The random variables
for any δ < γ as µ → ∞. Consequently, the sequence (µ −1/2 J µ ) converges to zero in probability as µ → ∞.
Proof. For any t ≥ 0, we use integration by parts to write
For the other term of J including the martingale integrator, we can apply Chebyshev inequality followed by Proposition 6.1 in [EK86, Chapter 2]
Since the quadratic variation [Z] s∧θ µ is stochastically dominated by 4µ −2γ B(s), by the Campbell formula in the second step
which multiplied by µ 2δ−1 converges to zero.
Proof. We need to check that for an arbitrary T > 0, P (θ µ < T ) → 0 as µ → ∞. Recalling the definition of V in (2.7) and estimating
by Campbell's formula, then using the Chebyshev inequality and the martingale property of
Chapter 2]), we obtain
as γ < 1 2 . By (2.12), we also have
(2.14)
On the set {θ µ < T }, we can use (2.5) and (2.2) to see that if µ is large enough to guarantee
Therefore, on the set {θ
that is impossible for large µ and γ < 1 2 . Combining this with (2.13) and (2.14), we complete the proof.
where H is a random variable with
Proof. Using (2.5) at time θ µ , and introducing
where I µ was defined in (2.6) and J µ in (2.11), we obtain
The first term on the right-hand side of (2.15) converges in distribution to H by Lemma 2.1. The second term converges to 0 almost surely due to
Since f σs (x s ) and σ s are bounded, the third term on the right-hand side of (2.15) converges to 0 almost surely, and the fourth term converges to zero in probability by Lemma 2.2. Since the distribution of H has no atom at 0, the only point of discontinuity of functions x → log |x| and x → sgn x, the lemma follows now from (2.16) and (2.17).
Now, we consider the exit time from the fixed interval [−r, r]. We define η t = x θ µ +t , σ ′ t = σ θ µ +t and the exit time ν(r) = inf{t ≥ 0 : |η t | ≥ r}.
Recalling (1.3), we define (S t ) t≥0 as the flow associated with the ODĖ
Note that (S t ) preserves the sign of the initial condition. For δ = 0 we introduce t(δ, r) to be the only solution of |S t δ| = r.
Lemma 2.5. For any r = 0,
where δ approaches zero from the right if r > 0, and from the left if r < 0, and K(r) is given in (1.4).
Proof. By separation of variables,
Letting δ → 0 and using F ′ (0) = a, we complete the proof.
Lemma 2.6. There is r 0 > 0 such that for any r ∈ (0, r 0 ) sup 0≤t≤t(η0,r·sgn(η0))
Proof. Choosing g(σ, x) = f −σ (x), we obtain for |x| < R
where
Lg(σ ′ s , η s )ds is a martingale. We will only prove sup 0≤t≤t(η0,r·sgn(η0))
for α = 1. The case of α = −1 is treated similarly. The rest of the proof follows closely the proof of [Bak12, Lemma 3.6]. We define ∆(t) = η t − S t η 0 . Since for t ≥ 0,
we have
Using the Lipschitz constant L(r) of F on [−r, r], we obtain on the event {sgn(η 0 ) = 1} for any
Note that by the definition of Z ′ , we have 2µ
for any t ∈ [0, t(η 0 , r)] on the event {sgn(η 0 ) = 1}. We claim that if δ < 1/2, then
The quadratic variation process [ Since F ′ (0) = a, we can choose r 0 so small such that γL(r 0 )/a < 1/2. Consequently, for some δ < 1/2, we have ρ = δ − γL(r 0 )/a > 0 so that the right hand side in the bound above converges to 0. For any r ∈ (0, r 0 ), we conclude using (2.20) at t = ν(r 0 ) that P (ν(r 0 ) < t(η 0 , r), sgn(η 0 ) = 1) → 0. Now, using (2.20) at s ≤ t(η 0 , r) < t(µ −γ , r 0 ), we have The proof follows the same steps as the proof of Lemma 2.6, however easier as the time horizon is fixed this time. Our main result follows from Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8.
